
Traverse
Accessories



EXTERIOR

MOLDED ASSIST STEPS, MOLDED-IN-COLOR,
BLACK
Get in and out of your vehicle with ease with these stylish
Molded Assist Steps in Molded-In-Color Black. They feature
a textured step pad for improved footing. (Available on LS,
LT and RS trim levels. Not compatible with front splash
guards.)

84357961

ILLUMINATED BOWTIE EMBLEM, GOLD
Further accent your vehicle's exterior styling with this
distinctive Illuminated Bowtie Emblem in Gold for the grille.
(For use on vehicles equipped with T4F HID headlamps.)

84379039

MOLDED REAR SPLASH GUARDS, MOLDED-IN-
COLOR
Custom-designed Molded Rear Splash Guards in Molded-
In-Color fit directly behind the rear wheels to help protect
against tire splash and mud. Specially designed for your
vehicle, they include styling features that accent the
exterior of your vehicle. (Available on LS, LT and RS trim
levels.) Available in various colors

23257028

OUTSIDE REARVIEW MIRROR CAPS, CHROME
Enhance the exterior appearance of your vehicle with these
Chrome Outside Rearview Mirror Caps.

23333669

BOWTIE EMBLEM, BLACK
Further accent your vehicle's exterior styling with these
distinctive Black Bowtie Emblems for the grille and liftgate.

84046094

OUTSIDE REARVIEW MIRROR CAPS, BLACK
Enhance the exterior appearance of your vehicle with
these Outside Rearview Mirror Caps in Black. Further
augment your vehicle with available Grille Insert in Black
and Black Outside Rearview Mirror Caps for a stealthy and
unmistakable look.

84084807

EXTERIOR BADGE KIT, GLOSS BLACK
Dress up and accent the exterior of your vehicle with this
stylish Exterior Badge Kit in Gloss Black. This alternate
finish exterior badge kit consists of an LS, LT and AWD
badge along with TRAVERSE lettering for both front doors
and liftgate.

84225909

Accessories featured and mentioned in this catalog may change. Please contact your local dealer for more information.



INTERIOR

FLOOR MAT, SECOND-ROW, PREMIUM ALL-
WEATHER
Help protect the interior of your vehicle with the hard-
working functionality of this Premium All-Weather Second-
Row Floor Mat . This precision-designed mat fits the floor of
your vehicle exactly and features nibs on the back to help
keep it in place. The deep-ribbed pattern collects rain, mud,
snow and other debris for easy cleaning. Avaiable in Jet
Black and Dark Atmosphere

84162518

FLOOR MATS, FRONT-ROW, PREMIUM ALL-
WEATHER IN JET BLACK WITH CHEVROLET SCRIPT
Help protect the interior of your vehicle with the hard-
working functionality of these Premium All-Weather Front-
Row Floor Mats with Chevrolet script. These precision-
designed mats fit the floor of your vehicle exactly and
feature a durable push-and-click driver-side anchoring
system to help keep them in place. The deep-ribbed pattern
collects rain, mud, snow and other debris for easy cleaning.
Available in Jet Black and Dark Atmosphere

84162515

ILLUMINATED FRONT DOOR SILL PLATES
Add a stylish accent to the entry area of your vehicle
with these Illuminated Front Door Sill Plates. Designed in
harmony with your vehicle's interior, stylish soft lighting
illuminates the Traverse script when a front door is opened.

84308433

FLOOR LINER, THIRD-ROW, PREMIUM ALL-
WEATHER
Help protect the interior of your vehicle with the hard-
working functionality of this Premium All-Weather Third-
Row Floor Liner in Jet Black. Precision designed for
maximum carpet coverage, this floor liner features textures
and patterns that help enhance foot traction and provide
exceptional channeling for dirt, water or mud. For vehicles
equipped with second-row bench seat. Available in Jet
Black and Dark Atmosphere

84206892

FLOOR LINERS, FRONT-ROW, PREMIUM ALL-
WEATHER WITH CHEVROLET SCRIPT
Help protect the interior of your vehicle with the hard-
working functionality of these Premium All-Weather Front-
Row Floor Liners with Chevrolet Logo. Precision designed
for maximum carpet coverage, these floor liners feature
textures and patterns that help enhance foot traction and
provide exceptional channeling for dirt, water or mud.
Available in in Jet Black and Dark Atmosphere

84331850

FLOOR LINER, SECOND-ROW, PREMIUM ALL-
WEATHER
Help protect the interior of your vehicle with the hard-
working functionality of this Premium All-Weather Second-
Row Floor Liner . Precision designed for maximum carpet
coverage, this floor liner features textures and patterns
that helps enhance foot traction and provides exceptional
channeling for dirt, water or mud. Its two-piece design
includes innovative interlocking tabs for easy removal and
cleaning. For vehicles equipped with second-row captain’s
chairs. Available in in Jet Black and Dark Atmosphere

84206854

Accessories featured and mentioned in this catalog may change. Please contact your local dealer for more information.



CARGO MANAGEMENT

HORIZONTAL CARGO NET, BLACK
Keep items secure in the rear of your vehicle with this
horizontally mounted Cargo Net in Black. It easily attaches
to the third-row head restraints in the front and cargo d-
rings in the rear, effectively covering small items placed on
the floor, preventing them from shifting while in transit.

84248095

VERTICAL CARGO NET, BLACK
Keep items secure in the rear of your vehicle with this
vertically mounted Cargo Net in Black. It attaches easily to
the sides of the vehicle at the rear of the cargo area and
prevents small items placed inside it from shifting while in
transit. It includes a convenient integrated storage bag with
Bowtie logo.

23398581

TRAILER WIRING ADAPTER
Utilize your trailer wiring harness to power other devices
through the custom-designed Trailer Wiring Adapter. It
converts a 7-pin trailer harness to a 12-Volt power outlet.

12497781

ROOF RACK CROSS RAIL PACKAGE, BLACK
Add function and style to the factory roof rack of your
vehicle with this Roof Rack Cross Rail Package in Black.
These cross rails are removable and are the base for
mounting other cargo management accessories. They
include a rubber insert along the top and feature black
molded end caps.

84231368

CARGO ORGANIZER, BLACK WITH BOWTIE LOGO
This durable, flexible, collapsible Cargo organizer in Black
with the Chevrolet Bowtie logo has multiple compartments,
allowing you to carry lightweight items of various sizes in
the rear of your vehicle. It can be folded flat or removed
from the vehicle as needed and includes enhanced
attachment features for greater convenience.

23415716

CUSTOM MOLDED INTEGRATED CARGO LINER,WITH
CHEVROLET SCRIPT
The Custom Molded Integrated Cargo Liner, providing
enhanced protection when carrying items of various sizes.
Since this innovative liner articulates with the 60/40 split-
folding third-row seat, it does not need to be removed from
the vehicle when carrying passengers in the third-row seat.
Available in Jet Black and Dark Atmosphere with Chevrolet
script covers the cargo area floor and the back of the third-
row seat

84277658

Accessories featured and mentioned in this catalog may change. Please contact your local dealer for more information.



ELECTRONICS

REMOTE START KIT
By pressing a button on the key fob, the Remote Start Kit
starts your parked vehicle. It's great for pre-warming or
pre-cooling your vehicle and is seamlessly integrated with
your vehicle's anti-theft and remote keyless entry systems.
Compatible with myChevrolet Mobile app.

84043123

KEYLESS ENTRY KEYPAD
This Keyless Entry Keypad allows you to lock/unlock your
vehicle using a five-digit PIN rather than a key or a key fob.

23473341

Accessories featured and mentioned in this catalog may change. Please contact your local dealer for more information.



Accessories Warranty:

General Motors Approved Accessories that are installed by a General Motors
dealer, or are replaced under the New Vehicle Limited Warranty, will be
covered, parts and labor, for the longer of the following:

a) 12 months/20,000 km (whichever comes first), or

b) The balance of the applicable portion of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty.
Contact your dealer for details.

General Motors Accessories sold over the counter, or those not requiring
installation, will continue to receive the standard General Motors Dealer Parts
and Accessories

Warranty of 12 months/20,000 km from the date of purchase, parts only,
whichever occurs first - Contact your dealer for details.

Some Accessories shown are from an independent supplier. These Accessories
are covered under the accessories-specific manufacturer’s warranty and are
not covered by General Motors or its dealers. General Motors is not responsible
for the safety or quality of independent supplier alterations.

 

General Disclaimer:

General Motors is constantly seeking ways to improve the specification, design and
production of its accessories and alterations take place continually. As such, Accessories
featured and mentioned in this catalog may change.
Contact your dealer for details.
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